010 - The New Savvy Adventures

By JourneyJay
EXT. SOME BUILDING 2 - DAY

Posey, a rapper, is standing at some random building with a switch on it:

POSEY
Hi. I'm Posey. I control the magic wands in this show.

He flips the switch and zooms out to show the wand deactivate... Posey exists inside the wand itself, the wand being his home.

REVEAL WAND IS JOURNEYJAY 6'S.

INT. JOURNEYJAY 4 CAR - DAY

The car is in a nothingness:

JOURNEYJAY 7
Dang you know those Posey wands act up on ya.

JOURNEYJAY 6
So you're telling me, that all is lost?!

JOURNEYJAY 7
No.

The R.O.C returns from a glow and uses mere physical strength to RIP the universe back into existence:

EXT. PARTY FROM BEFORE - DAY

Everyone is chill and still alive, Alla Xul Elu, has stopped taking over and is also chill:

ALLA XUL ELU
You win Rock... keep the party.

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
(Enthusiasm)
And over on stage be:

PERFORMANCES BY RIP JAMES, GREYMANE, JASON PORTER, WADING NINE, AND SIMMI THE PROFIT.

FADE OUT.